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A Wooden Model 

CANTILEVER CRANE 

A
NY design of crane seems a 
popular -node!, so one of the 

cantilever type will, it is hoped, be 

welcome, The model is of a fair size, 
standing some 18in. high, and being o' 
th.s working kind should prove interest-
ing and instructive. It is of a type 
popular at the docks for unloading 
vessels, having a horizontal travelling 
movement as well as a lifting one, so 
that any parts of the ship can be reache J 
with ease. 

The Pillar Parts 

For making this crane it is suggested 
that deal of tin. thickness be used for the 
pillar, and sides of the horizontal jib, 
with +in. fretwcod for the remainder 
The pillar, Fig. 1, is a tapering shape. 
Cut two pieces of the dimensions given, 
and two lesser in width by the thickness 
of the wcod used, to make the structure 
square. 

If tin. wood is used, as suggested, th s 
will mean that the remaining two sides 
will measure lkin. at the top and 3}in. 
at the bottom. Nail and glue these parts 
together, as shown in the diagram. 
The top and bottom edges will need to 

be planed a trifle, on account of the ti t 
of the sides, then a top and base piece 
can be nailed on. The top piece is 2j-iri. 
square, the bottom piece measures 6iri. 
wide and 10in, long, the pillar beirg 
0:led to it, leaving a space of 1 in. an 
tFree sides and Sin, on one. For this 
bLse a piece of thicker wood could be 
employed, say, fin. thick. A nicely 
planed bit of box wood would serve 
h are. 

For the horizontal jib, cut two of 

part (A). Near the forward end, say, 
-¡in. away, bore a small hole to take a thin 
nail on which a pulley can revolve. A 
metal pulley not larger than tin. should 
be tsed here. At spot (a), about 4in. 
from the rear, and in line with the 

pulley hole at the front, bore a tin. hole 
for the winding gear operating the 
traveller now to be mentioned. The 
two sides of the jib are connected 
together by three crosspieces of wood. 
One of these is shown ( B). This piece 
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goes across at the bottom, where the jib 
is pivoted. Two other pieces are to be 
cut, the same length, i.e., 1+in. long, and 
about 1 in. wide. One is glued and nailed 
across at the rear end, and the other at 
the front, just behind the pulley. 

The Traveller 

Prepare two strips of +in, square 
wood, and glue them along + in, apart, as 
shown at ( b). These are long enough to 
stretch from the front crosspiece to the 
pivotal centre. They should lie just 
above and below the centre of the 
pulley, as will be seen in the drawing. 
Between these a traveller (C) will work, 
the traveller carrying the second pulley 

Fig. I—The tower 

IT 

4" 

this out on paper to pattern ( E). It is 
quite simple to mark out. Strike a 
1-1- in, circle; then from the same centre 
a 1+in. one. 

Between these the teeth are set out, 
the circles being divided into twelve 
equal parts, one for each tooth. Paste 
the pattern to the fretwood, and saw 
carefully out. Bore a tin. hole in the 
centre and glue the wheel to the right-
hand end of the rod, then push in the 
bearing holes. A suitable handle is made 
and glued to the opposite end of the rod. 

The Pawl 

From the fretwood cut a pawl to the 
shape shown at ( F) and* fix with a small 
screw, the tooth of the pawl engaging 
with the teeth of the ratchet in the 

12" 

Fig. 2 -Parts 

over which the lifting cord will pass, 
operated from the cabin at the rear. 
Cut the traveller from lin. fretwood 

to size given and near the front edge 
saw out a slot in which a small metal 
pulley can be fitted, using a thin nail 
again as a spindle. This pulley slot 
should be slightly on one side, not 
central, so that cords of the traveller 
and lifting gear do not foul each other. 
Cover the front edge with a strip of 
metal, to which a tiny wire hook has 
been soldered. A small screw-eye is 
driven in the centre of the back edge. 
Cords are to be tied to these hooks as 

explained further on, for pulling the 
traveller to and fro. Glasspaper it well, 
if necessary, so that it can move freely 
along between its guiding strips ( b). 

Pulley Fitting 

The pulley at the front can now be 
fitted, if not done already, then a 21m. 
disc of fretwood, to size shown should be 
glued where indicated, and a screw hole 
bored through its centre, also through 
the centre of piece ( B). The jib is now 
fitted to the pillar with a central round-
headed stout brass screw, to enable it to 
swing round as wanted. Place a washer 
underneath the screw head to ease the 
action. 

For the winding action operating the 
traveller, cut a 21m, length of tin. 
round wood rod, to work in holes (a). 
A ratchet wheel is also wanted. Mark 

_D 
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forming the head of the crane 

usual way. Keep the pawl down with a 
small spring or elastic band. To connect 
this apparatus with the traveller follow 
these directions carefully. 

Firstly, in the centre of the winding 
rod drive, partly in, a tiny round-headed 
brass screw, a +in, one will be large 
enough. Take a length of thin cord or 
twine, and tie it to the forward end of 
the traveller. Bring the traveller up to 
the cabin end, as far as possible, hold it 
there, then pass the cord over the front 
pulley, underneath the traveller, then 
under the winding rod, and give it one 
turn round the screw. 

Tighten the screw, then take the 
loose end of the cord, twist the rod 
until the traveller is pulled to the end of 
the jib, and while it is there, tie the 
loose end of the cord to the hook, the 
near end one, of course. Now, by 
turning the winding gear, the traveller 
will move to and fro to the extent of its 
range. A plan view of the jib (D) will 
make any details of the action, not 
quite plain, clear enough. Small slots 
must be cut in the forward crosspiece 
to let these cords pass, as will be seen. 

The Cabin 

The cabin, from which the lifting gear 
is operated, is shown - in parts at Fig. 3, 
made from the fretwood. The base is 
shown at (G), sides at ( H), top at ( I) and 
front at (J). In the centre of the sides 
bore a tin, hole for the winding drum, a 

21m , piece of round wood rod, tin. 
diameter. 

Glue and nail the parts together, then 
cut out a second ratchet wheel, using the 
pattern at ( E), and glue it to the rod, 
left-hand end. Push through the bearing 
holes in the sides and glue a handle on 
the opposite side. 
A pawl, of the shape shown at ( K), 

Fig. 4, should be cut, and be fitted, as 
shown in the detail sketch of the cabin, 
Fig. 4, an elastic band or light spring, 
keeping it engaged with the pawl. Fix 

,ço 

Fig. 4—Hook and winding mechanism 
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Fig. 3— Parts of the cabin 

the cabin to the rear end of the j'b with 
screws. Fix a small nail or screw to the 
centre of the rod, tie a length of thin 
cord to it, lead it out at the front and 
over the pulley in the traveller. Allow 
sufficient for working, then tie to its end 
a small weighted hook. 

Quite a good hook for the crane can 
be bent up from stiff wire, such as can be 
cut from a stout large size safety pin, and 
weighted with a piece of lead, tightly 
hammered round it. This completes the 
work of construction. Now for the 
painted finish. 

Painting the Model 

The whole can be painted in any 
colour chosen, with imitation lattice 
work carefully added in a darker colour. 
The finished view of the crane will give a 
good idea of the lattice work. As a 
suggestion only, the wood might be 
painted grey and the lattice black or 
dark green. 
Anyway, it is a matter of personal 

choice. It will be found more con-
venient if the painting is done during the 
work of construction, rather than at the 
end, as some parts might prove difficult 
of access. 
Take as much care as possible with this 

painting as it is going to make all the 
difference in the appearance of the 
finished article. Black lines can be drawn 
on in indian ink, and ordinary coloured 
paint used for the remainder of the parts. 
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Patterns on page 47 provide for making this novelty— 

THE ROCKING 
H

ERE is an amusing little toy that 
can be made with the fretsaw 
from a few pieces of fretwood. 

The sketch of the finished article on this 
page shows the principle of working, 
which is carried out by means of a 
swinging ball. The head and tail of the 
bird are pivoted to the body, and a cord 
is attached to each moving part. 
The two cords are carried down 

below the base of the toy and are 
connected to a single cord of good 
length, at the end of which is secured a 
wood ball. 
When the ball is swung from side to 

side it causes the looped cord to tighten 
and slacken alternately. The head and 
tail of the bird thus rises and falls 
continuously on their pivots as long as 
the ball is in motion. 

The Base 

There must be a base for the toy, and 
the true shape of this is given full size on 
the special pattern sheet included in this 

Fig. 2—The string movement Fig. l—Body -and support 
piece 

issue on cover Ill. Paste the pattern 
down to a piece of lin, or in. fretwood 
and cut round with the fretsaw. Being so 
simple in outline, a tracing of the base 
could alternatively be made on thin 
paper and this then pinned down to the 
wood and the outline gone over in 
pencil, a piece of carbon paper being 
sandwiched between the two layers. 

This latter suggestion could apply to 
all the other parts of the toy shown on 
the pattern sheet, the copy of ' Hobbies' 
is thus preserved for future work. 

The Body Portion 

The upright upon which the body of 
the bird is glued fits into the mortise 
(A) of the base, while a little distance 
away from this is a larger hole (B) to 
take the top of an ordinary fretworker's 
cramp. Thus the toy can be held securely 
to a shelf or table edge, and the motion 
of the bird better seen than if the base 
were held in the hand. 
The body of the bird consists of two 

pieces cut to the outline shown on the 

pattern sheet. After cutting the 
one piece and pricking in with a pin 
the two centres (P) for the pivot 
screws, clean up the edges and lay 
the piece on the second piece of 
wood and draw round it with a sharp 
pencil. Finally, hold the two 
cleaned-up pieces together and 
bore small holes where indicated by 
the pin- pricks through both, thus 
assuring accuracy later on when the 
head and tail are fitted. 

Support to Base 

Next make the upright support 
according to that on the pattern 
sheet from lin, wood, and see that 
the tenon (A) fits stiffly into the 
base. Now cut out the head and 
tail outlines from those shown on 
the pattern sheet, and note well 
where the pivot holes come— 
marked (P) and the holes near to 
them which are to take the cords. 
Wood lin, thick may be used for the 

head and tail, but it will be necessary to 
glasspaper down the end of the neck and 
also the end of the tail, near the pivot 
holes, so that those parts work loosely 
between the two sides of the bird after 

the support has been 
glued between them. 

In Fig. 1 is shown 
the manner of gluing 
in the support to one of 
the body sections, and 
in Fig. 2, how the head 
and tail are pivoted and 
the cords attached. The 
near side of the bird In 
Fig. 2 is, of course, 
omitted for sake of 
clearness. In fixing the 
cords to the head and 
neck, this must, ob-
viously, be done before 

the parts are inserted between the two 
body sections. 

It will be a good plan to make a shallow 
vee groove from the actual hole to the 
edge of the wood, as seen by the dotted 
lines on the two diagrams on the pattern 
sheet. The cords, after being knotted 
and glued into the holes can then pass 
down through the grooves and thus 
hang clear of the sides of the body of the 
bird. 
The only thing remaining to be done 

now is to put the head and the tail in 
place between the body parts and run 
the pivot screw in, this screw, be it 
remembered, should be screwed into 
the two sides, but must pass freely 
through the hole in the neck and the 
tail. The two latter must hang loosely on 
the pivot screw and plenty of freedom 
allowed when the ball below is in 
action. 

The completed toy, partly cut 
away to show balance weight 

Painted Finish 

In painting the toy, choose bright and 
attractive colours, or if the wood 

• IRD 

permits, ordinary stain and varnish 
might be applied. Two wings, as over-
lays, might be added and painted up 
gaily to attract. Note that the patterns 
for the wings are included on the sheet 
provided. 
Such toys as this would sell well at 

bazaars and sales of work, and quite a 
reasonable profit made by selling them 
to toy shops. A note, however, re-
garding this last suggestion. If a number 
of these bird novelties are to be made, a 
thin metal or card template should be 
cut for the six parts, that is one tem-
plate for each, base, body, head, tail, 
support and wing. 
Then in the marking out on the scraps 

of wood economy can be studied to the 
best advantage by careful spacing and 
placing each template. 

Polishes and Stains for 

Wood 

THIS new edition of a standard 
work will, no doubt, be as 

popular as ever. A mass of 
information is packed into its 80 
pages, and all is of a direct and 
informative kind. It deals with all 
types of staining, polishing, wax-
ing, ebonizing, glazing, etc., as 
well as giving chapters on prepa-
ration. A large number of readers 
write asking us for instructions on 
this work, and we can now 
recommend them to read a book 
such as this and they will have a 
very satisfactory working 
knowledge of the subject. 
Published by Link House Publica-
tions, 24 Store Street, London, 
W.C.1—Price 2/6 
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Any housewife would be glad if you made her this 

FOLDING TEASTAND 
H

ERE is a useful little stand any 
home wood-worker could easily 
make up. It is so constructed that 

it folds and thus takes up very little 
space in the room; in fact ie can be put 
away in any odd corner. And as the 
trays are made separately these are ideal 
for handing round refreshment. 
The wood suggested for this to be 

made from is oak or beech, as either of 
these is readily finished in stain and 
varnish or ordinary polish. Should 
neither be forthcoming, then a soft wood 
could well be used and painted artisti-
cally with one or two of the many 
cellulose paints now on the market. 

Two Frames 

The stand consists of two distinct 
frames, as shown in Fig. 1, and made up 
entirely from tin. square wood. The 
cross rails are tenoned into the legs 
quite simply, as Fig. 2 shows. All these 
joints can be cut with the fretsaw, and 
very neat and well-fitting joints made, 
too, if proper care and attention is given 
to the marking out. 

It must be remembered also to take 
the precaution of cutting along the 
inside of the drawn lines of the mortises, 
and along the outside of the lines of the 
tenons. A good well-fitting joint is thus 
assured. The tenons should be one third 
the width of the stuff, that is tin. wide, 
and made the full depth of the rail, 
which would be tin. 

Rail Joints 

The manner of setting out the uprights 
and the rails is given in Fig. 1, and the 
measurements shown should give all the 
necessary information required for 
making both frames. There are to be 
open slots cut in the tops of the uprights 

of the larger 
frame, as shown 
in the detail, Fig. 
3. These slots 
take the ends of 

the handle section, measurements and de-
tails for which are given in Fig. 4. 
When drawing out this top rail see the 

opening or hand-hole is kept central 
with the width, so the wood will not be 
weakened either side. Clean round the 
opening with coarse glasspaper, getting 
a nicely rounded effect where the hand 
grips. Finally rub smooth with fine 
grade glasspaper. 
When all the joints are glued, bore 

holes for them and drive in hardwood 
dowel pins to give strength to the 
construction. Dowel pins should also be 
put through the joints of the top cross 
rail, as shown in Fig. 4. The tops of the 
four legs should also be neatly rounded 
and made smooth with glasspaper. 

Pivot Screws 

When the frames are complete, mark 
out the centres carefully on the four 
cross rails and bore holes for the pivot 
screws. Bear in mind when putting in 
these screws that they must pass freely 
through the holes of the larger frame 
but must screw tightly into the rails of 
the smaller one, thus allowing them to 
swing easily. 
Note the position of the small blocks 

of wood attached to the lower rails of 
the larger frame and to the top rail of the 
smaller one. These, as will be seen, are 
necessary to hold the trays level when 
the frames are swung open. Each block 
is about 1 tins. long by tin. square in 
section. 
The two trays are made from 3116m. 

plywood, or, if this material cannot be 
obtained, then two pieces of composition 
board would answer equally well. Or 
even asbestos sheeting could be adopted 
as a good substitute. Get two pieces of 
the material 14ins. square and mark 

Fig. I - Detail of the two frames Fig. 3—Handle 
rail joint 

Fig. 2 Leg rail tenons 

across the centre lines, shown dotted in 
the detail, Fig. 5. 
Then set out 3ins. either side of these 

centre lines on to the edges, and draw 
lines which will be found to be at 
45 degrees angle across the corners. If a 
set square of the angle mentioned is 
handy, then the setting out work will be 
simplified. 

Tray Edging 
An edging to the trays is formed by 

cutting off strips of tin. by tin. wood, 
mitring them together at the angles and 
gluing and pinning them securely all 
round. Clean off the underside of the 
edging strips flush with the base of the 
trays, and then round off the top edges 
neatly. 
To get a good surface for painting the 

trays, the top surfaces should be carefully 
papered down. Two coats of paint will be 
found sufficient. An excellent combina-
tion of colours for the article would be to 
have the frames 
black and the 
trays yellow,pink 
or light green. 

4- • —  — •6 4 — — • —  • 44 
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Fig. 4—Shape of the handle rail Fig. S—The octagonal 
tray dimensions 

There are many interesting announcements in our advertisement pages 
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With scissor, paste and paper you can make pleasing 

SILHOUETTE PORTRAITS 
ACHANGE from constructional 

work is often welcome, and 
during the long dark nights of 

winter readers may care to try their 
hand at cutting silhouettes of their 
friends and family. This old fashioned 
art was invented by a Frenchman, 
Etienne Silhouette, in 1759, and had a 
rage in- this country during the early 
part of the 19th century. 

It was the days before photography 
made portraiture easy, and cheap—the 
poor man could not afford the services 
of a miniature painter, and the cost of 
any painting was even more beyond his 
purse. With the advent of the silhouette, 
a recognizable portrait was possible at a 
low cost, hence its popularity. 

Scissors and Paper 

The skilful cutter disdained any tools 
for the work beyond his black gummed 
paper, and a pair of scissors, but the 
unskilled could always use a profile 
machine, and obtain excellent results. 
W thout troubling about a machine a 
  good likeness 

can be obtained 
• with the use of 
a screen and a 
lamp, the latter 
so adjusted as 
to throw a 
clearly defined 
shadow of the 

  sitter's features 
on it. 

Fig. l —A suitable screen 

A sketch of such a screen is given in 
Fig. 1. Nothing elaborate need be 
attempted; it is, as the drawing indi-
cates, just a frame of wood, with a 
crossbar, forming a panel opening, the 
opening being covered with a stout 
sheet of cartridge paper. This frame can 
be stiffened at its upper corners with 
two small triangular bits of thin wood, 
plywood if possible. 
The height should be such as to bring 

the paper panel in the right position for 
the head of the sitter to be silhouetted 
on it, the sitter taking his or her place on 
a convenient chair, near to the screen. 
The diagram, Fig. 2, shows the arrange-

ment. Almost any lamp will do for 
casting the shadow on the screen, a 
bicycle lamp giving a broad beam of 
light would suit nicely. Let the sitter be 
as near to the screen as possible, to cast 
the sharpest shadow. The frame could 
be tied to the chair, in some cases, or if 

this proves not feasible, be 
ported by a box, nailed to it. 
will be able to use their own 
about that. 

Adjust the posi-
tion of both sitter, 
and light, to get the 
best outline. It will 
be most convenient 
to set the chair with 
its back at right 
angles to the screen, 
as in the diagram, 
and to place it so 
that no part of it 
casts a shadow on 
the screen. 
The reader then takes his place on the 

reverse side of the screen and, with a 
soft lead pencil, a 28 one for instance, 
traces the outline of the shadow. The 
sitter must, of course, during the 
tracing part, keep quite still, and as this 
is a trying thing to do for any length of 
time, the work of tracing should be done 
as expeditiously as is possible for good 
work. 

A 

just sup-
Readers 

ingenuity 

Fig. 3—A complete figure Fig. 4 A border adds 
cut-out attractiveness 

Getting the Portrait 

The portrait, as traced, is, of course, 
much too large, and a reduced copy 
should be made for cutting out. The 
necessary reductions can be accom-
plished in two ways. Firstly, by ruling 
the screen paper into squares and 
copying on the black paper an equal 
number of the squares, but much 
smaller, and then copying the lines of the 

silhouette accurate-
ly. Secondly, by 
means of that in-
valuable instrument, 
the pantograph. 
The paper used 

should be, if at all 
obtainable, a surface 

Screen Jitter z¡..9/2.t coloured one. It 

Fig. 2—Positions for drawing need not necessarily 
be black (though 

that is best), but a dark blue, with a 
white surface at its back. If solid black 
paper has to be used, it will be easier to 
mark out if a thin white paper is gummed 
to it one side, of course, on which the 
silhouettes can be pencilled, the white 
paper being afterwards removed by the 
application of a damp sponge and warm 
water. 

Cutting Out 

A convenierd size of paper measures 
4in. by 2-kin. just about right for a small 
portrait. Use a pair of scissors with 
thin pointed blades for cutting. Start at 
point (A) in Fig. 3, and work upwards. 
Take care in cutting, especially over the 
features such as nose, lips, etc. 

It is quite a good idea to exaggerate 
slightly any conspicuous ones, such as a 
prominent chin for example, but not to 
the extent of a caricature. It should also 
be remembered that the position of the 

sitter should be so arranged that 
prominent and easily recognizable 
features are made the most of. 
When the silhouette is cut out, the 

collar, shown in the example, Fig. 3, can 
be clearly defined by cutting. In fact, 
when gumming down the portrait, the 
latter might well be cut across in two 
parts, leaving a space between for the 
collar, the extremities being marked by 
short lines, put in in Indian ink. The 
smoke from the cigarette can be simi-
larly added, to impart a realistic touch. 

Border Decoration 

Fig. 4 shows a silhouette surrounded 
with a ribbon border, put in with a 
compass. It makes a pleasing finish, 
especially to a lady's portrait. After a 
few trials, the reader may be encouraged 
to try his hand at full-length silhouettes. 
These are shadowed similarly, but the 
paper on the screen must extend the 
full height, instead of being confined to a 
panel. In a full-length portrait, pose is 
everything, so do not forget to place 
your sitter in a characteristic attitude. 

Enough has been written here to give 
the reader seeking some indoor di-
version a good idea how to silhouette 
his friends, and provide an interesting 
and pleasant pastime for a winter's 
evening. 

Prevents Splitting 

ON a chisel that has to be 
pounded by a mallet, the best 

thing to do is to fasten a lemonade 
bottle metal cap to the handle as 
shown in the diagram. This pre-

METAL CAP 

vents the wooden handle from 
splitting and when the old cap is 
worn out, it can easily be replaced 
by a new one. 
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For model-making or craftwork this is a useful 

FOLDING TA LE 

.7.--•-•*"."•••••"'"' 

A
TABLE for making models on can 
be a most useful piece of work. It 
happens, perhaps, unfortunately, 

that when working on the kitchen or 
living-room table, one gets in the way of 
the housewife very often, and con-
sequently out of favour. Especially is this 
the case when the glue-pot gets upset, or 
the table gets bespattered with paint. A 
further reason for using one's own 
table for such work, is the need to allow 
the uncompleted or freshly painted 
model, to remain where it is for a time, 
undisturbed. 
The table, illustrated, is of the folding 

variety, and folds flat when not in use, so 
occupying little room. It is a nice 
convenient size for working on, and calls 
for no great skill in making. 

Also, it is provided with a shallow tray 
at the back, just handy for those tools 
the model maker needs. It may be 
added that the table is intended for 
those whose hobby is modelling in light 
materials, it is unsuitable for model 
engineering, unless of a small nature, and 
heavier woodwork. 

The Leg Frames 

Deal can be used for its construction, 
and the wood should be a fair thickness, 
to ensure a firm and stable product. It 
should not be less than 1 in. thick, 
which means ¡in. when planed. At 
Fig. 1 a view is given of two of the three 
frames necessary to support the table 
top. The left side one is the back frame. 

It can be made up of 2in. wide strips of 
the wood, and be mortised and tenoned 
together in the usual style, or if a less 
troublesome job is preferred, just halved 
together at the joints. The former 
method is always to be preferred as the 
result, if well done, looks much better. 
However, a halved joint, well glued and 
nailed, is quite strong enough, if not so 
professional and workmanlike in 
appearance. 

On the right hand up-
right, where shown by the 
dotted lines, glue and nail 
a 1 in. wide strip of wood, 
as shown in the inset sketch. 
To this frame two other 
frames, now to bedescribed, 
are hinged. The left side 
frame, shown in the dia-
gram is made similarly to 
the back frame, and is 
hinged with 2in. iron butt 
hinges, to the left side 
upright. 
The third frame, not 

illustrated, is similar to that 
already mentioned but is 
1 in. less in width. It is 
hinged, not to the back 
frame but to the lin, strip 
glued to it. Details of this 
hinging are given at (8) 
in Fig. 3, from which it will 

be seen that both frames can swing in-
wards over the back frame, one over 
another as it were. 

Table Tops 

The table top, Fig. 2, is best made up 
of tongued and grooved boards, and to 
the dimensions given. Cut off the top 
part (A) and plane the sawn edges of 
both smooth. The diagram shows an 
underside view, and how the top parts 
are hinged together, using 2in. back flap 
hinges, spaced about 4in. in from the 
side edges. Recess these hinges flush 
so that the knuckles only stick out. At 
each side edge, shown by dotted lines, a 
batten is screwed across, but this can be 
attended to later on. 

Close the frames together, place the 
table on and screw it, the (A) part, of 
course, to the back frame only 
Countersink these screws as no 
projections are wanted. When 
screwing down, see that the outer-
most frame underneath comes to 
about ¡in. of the edge of part (A) 
not quite to the edges hinged 
together. 
Support this (A) part at the rear 

with a suitably sized piece of wood, 
glued and nailed as at Cl (Fig. 3). 
In fact, this piece need not go the 
whole width of the frame, if a 3m. 
long strip is fitted at each side, it 
will be enough and 
little wood. It should 
now be noticed if, on 
opening the frames, 
they catch the hinges 
of the table-top 
underneath. The 
knuckle parts may, 
and if so, just saw 
and chisel out two 
notches to clear. 
With the frames 

outwards, support-
ing the top, run a 
pencil along under- Fig 2—The two-piece top 

at least save a 

neath, against the frames, to mark exactly 
where they come on the top. These 
lines will be a guide to fixing the side 
battens which, being screwed down 
underneath will prevent the top warping, 
and also the frames being swung too 
wide, and straining the hinges. 

MATERIAL NEEDED 

6 pieces— lin. by 2in. by 2ft. Sin. 
2 pieces —1 in. by lin, by 2ft. 
2 pieces — 1 i n. by lin. by 1 ft. lin. 
2 pieces -I in. by 2in. by Ift. 6in. 
1 piece — lin. by I in. by 2ft. Sin. 
For table top lin. by 4in. tongued and 
grooved board 13ft. run. Remainder 
from scrap. 

Metalwork-2 pairs 2in. Iron butt hinges. 
1 pair lin. backflap hinges, 2 hook and 
eye fasteners. 

The end edges of these battens should 
be bevelled off a little to look as in-
conspicuous as possible. With the 
frames butting up against the battens, 
fix a screw-eye and hook, as in detail (D), 
Fig. 3, to keep all in position. The table 
should now be quite firm for any 
modelling work to be done on it. 
To make up the shallow tray at the 

rear, prepare some strips of gin. by 2in. 
wood, and nail and glue these to the 
back and ends of piece (A). Another 
strip, this time, l¡in. wide, is fixed 
along the font of (A) to finish the tray 
part. These details are shown at (C), Fig.1. 
Give the woodwork a clean up with 

glasspaper. The completed table can be 
varnished or painted. It would be as 
well, perhaps, to let the top alone, as it 
can then be wiped clean much easier, and 
will not show up scratches so easily. Of 
course, it could be covered with a scrap 
piece of cork lino, providing a nice 
surface to work on. 
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Another stage in the preparation of amusing 

HAND PUPPETS 

N
ow Mr. Punch. and, for that 
matter, all other hand puppets 
are quite willing to entertain us 

over garden walls or clothes horses, but 
at the same time they feel more at home 
in a booth of their own; a Castello', a 
castle as the Italian showmen have it. 
This booth, known to English showmen 
as a fit-up', has been the stage for glove 
puppet plays for many centuries and its 
general form has never varied. 

The Frame 

in this, and other European countries, 
the booth has always been a tall narrow 
affair some Mt. square, in which the 
operator has little room to turn about. 
There are, however, puppeteers who are 
breaking away from the traditional type 
booth and are working in castellos which 
have stage openings at least twice, if not 
three times as wide as they are high, 
perhaps, 10ft. to 12ft. wide, but still 
about 3ft. high. The advantages of this 
wider theatre are, greater room back-
stage, and a bigger stage-picture appeal-
ing to a larger audience. 
There are no set rules and fixed sizes 

for these fit- ups. They can be any 
reasonable size, but their dimensions 
should be based always on the freedom of 
movement for the operator, and a full, 
clear view of the action for the 
spectators. 

The Puppet Booth 

The puppet booth consists of two 
main parts, the Frame and the Maskings 
or draperies. The Frame, which includes 
the proscenium is made, usually, of 
wooden strips held in position by bolts 
and fly- nuts. The illustrations will 
convey some idea of its general form 

but if the puppeteer has ingenuity and a 
flair for construction he will, probably, 
make his framework to embody his own 
ideas of rigidity and strength. 

The 'stage' level should be about 6ft. 
above the ground or floor; if the operator 
is very tall, this level can be made higher 
but, at the same time, the width of the 
stage opening should be increased to 
maintain a sense of proportion. 
Some showmen make their booths of 

metal, using tubing, angle rods, and 
strips of duralumin, or some similar 
light but strong metal. This means a 
portable fit-up which occupies less room 
and is less liable to breakages in trans-
port. 

Proscenium 

For the wooden frame strong hard 
timber should be used. Some showmen 
build their frames of 1 in. by 1 in. material, 
but something a-little stouter than this 
would be better, add very little to the 
weight and certainly increase the 

Fig.2 ( right) 
The playboard 
end fitting 

F g. 3 —The proscenium in three 
pieces 

Fig. I —Framework of the booth Fig. 4 Front and back view of completed fit-up 
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strength and rigidity of the erection. 
The Proscenium, or stage front, is a 

matter in which the Showman will use 
his own personal taste as regards design 
and colour. He may decide to dispense 
with a stage opening and work in front 
of a simple 'sky' or curtain background 
only. Some Russian and Chinese show-
men perform without proscenium or 
scenery. 

The Playboard 

If a proscenium is used it can be made 
of plywood and consists of three parts, 
two of which are side panels and the 
third the top or pelmet. This pelmet 
may be made in halves and hinged to 
fold for transport. The panels, if of 
plywood, should be framed at the back 
to prevent warping. The whole stage-
front should be bolted together and held 
to the fit-up frame by bolts and nuts. 
The shelf which runs along the stage 
level of the opening is known as the 
'Playboard'. It should be about 6in. wide 
and its duty, apart from acting as a stage, 
is to carry such properties as will be 
needed in the play. It is constantly in use. 

Fig. 5 -The clown's trick entry 

This board should be made 
to rest on the stage- level cross 
bar of the framework. It 
should be rigid but easy to lift 
off when the show is dis-
mantled. 

Decoration of the pros-
cenium is, again, a matter of 
individual taste, but the more 
simple the design the more 
refined will be the general 
appearance of the show. If the 
puppeteer is not an artist he 
should restrain from painting 
elaborate scroll and figure 
work on the panels. Keep 
to simple panels with, perhaps, 
a carefully chosen beading 
around their edges and a 
simple 'compo' ornament for 
the centre of the pelmet. 
Gaudy colour schemes should 
be avoided, as such decorations 
serve to attract attention in-
stead of acting as the frame for 
the stage picture. 

(Continued foot of page 40) 



The home handyman should know the needs and uses of 

HOME CEMENTS 
THE home mechanic and handyman 

is occasionally confronted with 
some special piece of work which 

requires joining together, either by 

cementing or by the use of adhesive, 
and will frequently find that the sub-
stance used for the purpose does not 
adhere equally well to both articles to be 
united, should they be of a different 
character. 
He may not know that different 

materials need different adhesives, and 
that, where dissimilar substances are to 
be united, there are known formulae 
for making just the particular cement for 
the purpose. In the notes given here and 
in subsequent issues we supply the 
needed information, as well as ex-
plaining the methods of using the various 
adhesives. 

Cement for Knife Handles 

Fill the hole at the end of the handle 
with a mixture of 1 part of brick-dust or 
plaster of paris and 1 part of beeswax, 
heat the tang of the blade and press into 
the hole. 

Another very strong cement for this 
purpose is composed of 2 parts of 
brick-dust, 2 parts of tallow, 4 parts of 
rosin and 4 parts of pitch. The rosin and 
brick-dust are first mixed as powders, 
and the hole half-filled; the tallow and 
pitch are then added till the hole is 
filled, and the heated tang pressed in as 
before. 

Sixteen parts of rosin, 16 parts of 
whiting and 1 part of candle-wax makes 
a good cement for the same job. 

Acid-proof Cement 

By making a paste of a concentrated 
solution of 'waterglass' (silicate of soda) 
and powdered glass, a cement will be 
formed which will prove invaluable in 
laboratory ,operations, where joints are 
required to resist the fumes of sulphuric, 
nitric or hydrochloric acids. 

Ivory or Mother-of-Pearl Cement 

Dissolve 1 part of isinglass in 30 parts 
of water. Strain through muslin and 

evaporate to one-fifth of its bulk, then 
add a little gum arabic together with 
enough zinc white to colour the mass. 
When required for use warm and stir 
well. 

Cement for Sticking Wood Articles 
in Lathe Chuck 

A good recipe is 1 lb. of black rosin, 
and 2 oz. of yellow wax. These in-
gredients should be slowly melted 
together and used warm. 

Rubber Solution or Cement 

To 100 parts of finely shredded raw 
rubber add 10 parts of shellac and 
15 parts of rosin, dissolving the in-
gredients in just sufficient carbon 

Look out for some 

more practical 

home adhesives in 

other issues 

bisulphide. The mixture should be 
kept tightly corked against evaporation. 
Another good formula is 30 grains of 

raw rubber, 4 oz. of chloroform and 
1 oz. of gum mastic. The rubber should 
be dissolved in the chloroform first, and 
the mastic added as powder, allowing a 
full week for the mixture to macerate. 

Cement for Leather 

Shred a piece of raw rubber the size of 
a walnut, and place in a bottle at least 
10 times as large as the shreddings. 
Three-quarters fill the bottle with pure 
benzine. The rubber will immediately 
swell up and become of the consistency 
of honey in a few days, when it is ready 
for use. This cement is very quick-
drying and two or three coats should be 
applied, the earlier ones being allowed 
to dry well before the next are applied. 
Another good leather cement may be 

made up by solving 1 oz. of raw rubber 
in 4 oz. of carbon bisulphide, together 
with oz. of gutta-percha and 2 drachms 
of isinglass. In use, the parts to be 
cemented should be coated thinly with 
the solution (which should be allowed to 
dry), then warmed, and pressed strongly 
together. 

Glass Cement 

A glass cement useful on account of 
its complete transparency can be made 
up by mixing 1 part of gum arabic with 
2 parts of ordinary rubber solution, 
allowing two or three days to digest in a 
warm place. It should be applied 
sparingly with a brush and kept tightly 
corked. 

Paper to Celluloid Cement 

If scrap celluloid is dissolved in as much 
acetone or amyl acetate as necessary to 
make a syrupy solution, celluloid and 
paper—or even thin card—may be 
joined together by its use, without any 
fear of subsequent peeling taking place. 
Good contact should be maintained 
between the articles for about half an 
hour, when the adhesive will be set. 

Paper to Glass Cement 

Make up a 10 per cent solution of 
sulphate of aluminium, and add it to as 
much gum arabic also in solution. This 
will stick paper or card to glass or china. 

Fixing Tin or Wood to Celluloid 
An intimate mixture of 1 part of 

powdered shellac, 1 parts spirits of 
camphor and 2 parts of alcohol (brandy 
or whiskey) will produce an adhesive 
which will immovably stick tin or wood 
to celluloid without any curling taking 
place when drying. 

Heat-resisting Glass to Metal 

If the oxide of lead known as Litharge 
be mixed with sufficient glycerine to 
form a stiff paste, it may be used for 
cementing glass to brass or iron in 
situations where heat is likely to occur, 
such as the water gauge-glasses of 
boilers. 

Puppets—(Continued from page 39) 

Here are a few suggestions for colour 
schemes for the proscenium. Black 
panels with silver, gold, emerald green 
or vermilion beading; dark green panels 
with vermilion or gold beading; deep 
blue and gold; grey and orange or 
salmon. Any of these schemes will look 
well and give a pleasant sensation to the 
audience waiting for the show to begin. 
The Draperies or Maskings should be 

made of good quality strong material. 
Thick casement cloth can be used and 
whatever stuff is used it must be opaque 
to prevent the shadow of the operator 
being seen. It can be lined or of double 
material, but stout material will not 
require this extra work. 

The colours and general appearance of 
these draperies are a matter of real 
importance. In the old days the Punch 
booth was usually surrounded by a red 
and white striped material, suggestive of 
sunblinds, which may have been good as 
a flash', as showmen call it, but, more 
often than not, appeared rather tawdry. 
The modern hand-puppet showman 

has more regard for his exterior ap-
pearance and likes to have the colours of 
his draperies synchronizing with those 
of his proscenium. At the same time, 
dead black draperies should never be 
used or other colours of a depressing 
nature. If a 'flash' is required it can still 
be obtained by the careful use of bright 

but artistic colour. 
In the majority of ' Punch' booths the 

playboard is fitted with its own front 
drapery usually of velvet with a fringed 
edge. This pelmet serves the double 
purpose of decoration, and masking; for 
it screens the top edge of the front 
drapery, through which some characters, 
the clown for instance, make unexpected 
entries. 
On some continental fit-ups there are 

two carefully screened holes in the front 
drapery about 1ft. below the playboard 
through which puppets make an 
appeara nce. 

(To be Continued) 
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A hinged lid and half drop front are fitted to this 

LADY'S WORK- it OX 

A
USEFUL and welcome article this, 
to make for a feminine friend or 
member of the household. It is 

reasonably light, and can be carried from 
room to room, as desired. A fall-front is 
provided, to act as a tray for sewing 
implements, and an interior rack for 
reels of cotton, scissors, etc. Under-
neath the box is a tray that makes a 
most convenient receptacle for work. 
The whole can be made from any wood 
procurable, and be stained and varnished 
to suit or enamelled in gay colours. 

The Box Portion 

The box itself is shown in Fig. 1. 
Make it with plain glued and butt 
joints from wood not more than ¡ in. to 
kin. thickness. Note that the grain of 
the end pieces of the box run vertically, 
not horizontally, as in usual practise, and 
also that the front is divided into two 
pieces, the upper one being loose and 
subsequently hinged to the lower fixed 
one to open outwards. The bottom of 
the box, of similar thickness wood to the 
rest, fits inside and is there glued and 
nailed. 

Inside, at the rear, a rack of kin. wood 
is fitted for the reels, etc. This can be 
2In. in width, inside measurement, and 
lkin. in depth. Nail the side piece of this 
to its bottom, fit inside, then nail the 
bottom to a strip of wood which is 
itself glued and nailed to the back of the 
box. In the diagram, Fig. 1, a portion of 
the fall-down front flap is shown cut 
away to reveal this. 
A strip of thin wood, say, kin. fret-

wood, is glued and nailed to the top edges 
of the ends of the 
box, then contin-
ued along the 
back. A similar 
fillet is also fixed 
to the front edge 
of the fall-down 
flap. These fillets 
are cut level on 

Fig. 3—Legs and rail fixings 

the inside of the box, with the exception 
of the flap one, which extends inside kin. 
to form one side of a tray. All fillets 
extend beyond the outside ¡in. as in 
detail (A). Hinge the front flap with a 
pair of 14m, brass butt hinges. Make a 
neat job of this, then clean up the box 

with glasspaper. 
The lid is a plain rectangle, the same 

size as the outside dimensions of the top. 
It may be necessary here to glue two 
pieces of wood together for this, and it 
will be advisable to dowel them to-
gether to strengthen the ¡ oint. Hinge 
the top with a second pair of the brass 
butts, and provide either a hinged stay 
or a length of brass chain to keep it open. 

Drop Front 

The fall-front is now provided with 
side and back strips of wood, +in. square 
section, to join up with the edge fillet 
already there, and make a shallow tray, 
as in Fig. 2. A pair of handles, as at (D) 
are shaped up from a strip of wood 
¡in. wide and 1 in. deep. These are 
rebated underneath kin, deep, as shown, 
and one is to be fixed to the flap to act as 
a support when the flap is open, as in the 
diagram. 

Fig. 2—Section showing drop front 
and handle 

Let the flap down and note by pencil 
marks where it (the handle) must be 
fixed for it to press against the front of 
the workbox and thus support it when 
the flap is down. The second handle is 
fixed to the rear of the box, opposite 
the first. Two screws, driven in from the 
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inside of the box, will fix each handle 
securely. 

For the legs, prepare 4 strips of wood 
¡in, square and 2ft. long. Reduce the 
tops of each leg to half thickness for a 
length of 5in. down, as at Fig. 3. From 
the bottom, at the distance up shown, 
chisel out a mortise, kin, wide and 1 in. 
long, from each leg, to receive the side 
cross rails ( B). These will be, of course, 
cut on the inside surface of each pair of 
legs, as will be seen in the drawing, 
which shows, also, how the legs are 
subsequently screwed to the box. 

Rail Fitting 

The cross rail (B) is cut from kin. 
wood, and is 14m, wide. To the length 
given add enough to allow for a tenon at 
each end to fit the mortises. Now glue 
these rails to the legs, and the legs 
themselves to the box, keep them 
parallel, they should then be some kin. 
from back and front. For appearance's 
sake round off the top ends of the legs. 
Two further rails, of similar section 
wood are cut to join these crossrails, 
and are nailed to them, as at (C) and not 
to the legs. A bottom of thin wood is 
then nailed to the rails, underneath, to 
complete the work tray. 

Clean up the wood with glasspaper and 
finish according to personal taste. If a 
common wood like deal is employed, 
good results can be achieved if, instead 
of stain and varnish, a coating of enamel 
is given, over an undercoating of a 
suitable kind. 

Lacquer Finish 

Some pleasing coloured lacquers are 
also available, and some recipients of 
this box might well prefer such finish to 
the more common oak and mahogany 
ones, which never, in the writer's 
opinion at least, imitate successfully the 
better class woods. 
The inside of the work-box could well 

be lined with fancy linen or paper, and 
the tray with velvet. A pincushion, 

made of silk, pad-
ded with cotton 
wool, could also 
be stuck inside 
the lid, but it 
should be cir-
cumscribed in 
size so as not 
to be in the 
way of the reel 
rack, when the 
lid is closed down. 

A 

Fig. I —Showing construction of box 
portion 

To keep the hinged flap up, fit a small 
hook, and its eye is screwed to the 
underside of the lid. Here it will be 
seen that a small notch must be cut 
away from the extending slip on the 
flap to let the eye down and allow space 
for the hook to enter it. 



You can make handy additions to the house with these three 

USEFUL HOME GA GETS 
HERE are three very useful items to 

make which, not being com-
plicated, can be made from 

oddments of material. Any housewife 

would appreciate them as a gift for the 
home. 

It is a great convenience to have 
somewhere on the landing to put odds 
and ends and cleaning materials, instead 
of having to stoop down and find them 
on the floor. This simple table will also 
be handy on which to stand the smill 

Fig. I—A hanging tray for banisters 

tray when opening a door to a sick-
room or with the early morning tea. It 
is much more comfortable to slip the 
tray on this table than to bend and the 
have to pick it up, often spilling most of 
the contents. 

It has another advantage and that is in 
facing outwards and away from the 
landing, thus taking up no space on the 
landing which may be rather narrow. It 
can only be fitted to a landing where the 
banisters are square or the top part is 
square, as brackets have to be fitted to 
the top of banister. 

The Tray 

Make a tray from plywood about 
18in. by 12in. or larger if you wish. 
Bead this with some +in. material on the 
three outsides, leaving the one nearest 
the banister clear so tray will slide on. 
Measure the distance most suited to the 
position of the brackets and fix two 
pieces of flat clean batten about 2in. by 
1 in. wide. Keep the tray level with the 
top of banister, and then fix the brackets 

to the upright banisters and to the 
battens underneath. 
Many people have to use the space 

under the stairs in which to keep the 
pram but this is also a very tricky 
problem because space is limited and to 
get the pram in means much juggling and 
pushing from side to side. Even then 
one damages the lino or scratches the 
wall. 

This can all be avoided if you make a 
flat trolley from some light boards. 
Probably the good sides of orange boxes 
will do as there is not a lot of weight and 
the ends are securely fitted to the end 
battens. Battens can either go cross-

papered battens at least 2in. wide and 
+in. thick. This foundation is to rest 
under the picture rail and allow the flat 
fold-up part to hold the clothes at a 
suitable distance above the fire. This 
means that you must adjust the length to 
your own idea in accordance with the 
height of the fireplace or the depth of 
the wall. 
You will note from the sketch that a 

similar folding arm effect is now hinged 
on to the suspended batten at right-
angles. You may need a little stopper of 
rubber underneath the one on the wall 
at the base to keep it level, as the picture 
rail may be a little deep and cause it to 

jut out. 
The top of the wall bat-

ten is now fitted with a 
double turnover picture 
hook. Make a hole in this 
and fit the hook so the 
small turn-up is to the 
front with the wide turn-
up hitched to the rail 
allowing the hanging batten 

Fig. 2--A trolley for holding the perambulator 

ways or lengthways. This 
depends on the strength of 
the wood you have used. 
Make the batten wide 
enough to take the aver-
age castors as these want 
to be right on the extreme 
corners. 

All you now need is 
short pieces of lin, square 
quartering to keep the 
pram from running off. 
Four will do but if you wish 
you can make it eight to 
fix tightly on the wheels. The pram will 
not move as the tyres will grip on the 
boards. 
When baby has grown up you can use 

this trolley for storing the family trunks 
under the stairs. Remove the blocks to 
make the surface flat. 

Fig. 3 

Hanging Airer 

A portable airer is always useful and 
this one has the advantage of being easy 
to make, simple to put up and packs 
away in any odd corner. 

First of all you need two flat well-

An airer hung from the pictue rail 

to support the outstretched arms which 
could be 18in. long. Longer than this 
would be a danger when bending down 
to the fire. Two hooks are put in the 
ends and chain used to loop to the picture 
hooks. 
The rails can be from dowell rods and 

about 4ft. long. When not in use the 
whole thing can be folded up and, 
perhaps, you could make your cross-bars 
to slide in grooves or through fairly 
large screw-eyes. This system would 
make it more portable to be easily re-
moved when not required. 

Photography—(Continued from page 43) 

It would be wrong to close this 
chapter without pointing out one great 
snag which frequently occurs in interior 
home photographs. Some rooms have 
wallpaper with very prominent designs. 
These have an unfortunate habit of 
making themselves very conspicuous in 
the resulting prints. Make a point of 
noticing the background in every case. It 
may be that a plant, bowl of flowers, or 
even a china vase, must be moved to 
prevent it looking as if it was growing 

out of the head or side of your friend. 
One print sent for a competition 

recently was a close-up, head and 
shoulders, of a young girl but there was 
a ring of flowers completely circling the 
head. This ring was a portion of the 
wall-paper design! 
The general decorations of a room; 

the walls, curtains, etc., require con-
sideration. White or cream will reflect 
the light and shorten the exposure and 
the contrary must be expected where 

dark drapings and furniture prevail. 
During the next few weeks make 

some experiments so as to be ready for 
some good shots and fun with the 
camera at Christmas time amongst 
your friends. 

This is worth while because in another 
article we shall tell you how to under-
take special work for Christmas as 
calendars, cards and pictures at your 
parties during the festive season. It will 
be well worth undertaking. 
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How to arrange lighting and grouping for amateur 

INDOOR PHOTOG 
T

HERE may be some readers who 
are wondering how to keep the 
camera busy at all seasons of the 

year. They are questioning the practi-
cability of making any exposures during 
the winter months when daylight is so 
limited and very often the weather at the 
week-ends not sufficiently inviting to 
urge even the keenest of us to take a 
chance or make a short excursion to the 
countryside. Nevertheless, if the 
camera is already loaded, and if a really 
bright day comes along, then the 
opportunity should not be missed. 

For Social Gatherings 

There is, however, another type of 
work which every amateur will find full 
of interest. He will be well repaid by the 
enjoyment derived, and the winter 
months are the best because it can be 
done during the dark evenings in your 
own home. After a little experience it 
can be extended to the local hall where 
you have Social Gatherings, Scouts or 
other Youths Clubs, and there is no 
reason why you should not become 
quite efficient in taking portraits of 
your friends in their own homes. 

Lights Needed 

Photography by artificial lighting is a 
very simple matter in these days when 
the majority of homes are supplied with 
electricity. Therefore, it is quite easy to 
have a nest of three or four fairly 
powerful bulbs. For that matter, one 
bulb of extra powerful wattage will 
satisfy the necessary light with a fast or 
moderately-fast film. 
As most cameras—even the box 

form—are fitted with at least two or 
three stops, you can begin to realize to 
what extent this substitute for daylight 
an help to make this other branch of the 
bby practicable and provide ample 

cope for developing something totally parent from the usual subjects con-
eacted with outdoor and ' press-the-
Jutton' camera work. 

DESIGN 2816 FOR 
MODEL 40' GAUGE 

STATION 
The gift désign this week is for 
making the model modern station as 
illustration. A complete kit of ma-
terial for all parts is obtainable from 
Hobbies Branches for 18 5, or sent 
carriage paid for 21 - from Hobbies 

Ltd., Dereharrt, Norfolk. 

As with all other subjects there are 
certain factors to be considered at the 
commencement, otherwise failures are 
likely to occur. To do successful work 
let the following hints be carefully 
noted. The light power is naturally the 
factor of most importance. Taking a 
wattage of 500 as a basis it should be 
possible to obtain a fairly correct 
exposure by giving second with the 
stop F8 and using a fast film such as 
H.P.3. 

If this combination is possible, then 
make a few variations both of stop and 
the exposure time and take a note 
of the data used for each shot. It 
should be quite an easy matter to 
prove whether too much or too 
little light is being used. 
When making these initial tests 

it is wise to make them in the same 
room, to get the same person to 
pose for you and to be sure the 
distance between the camera and 
the person and between the light 
and the person does not vary. 
This distance is an important factor 
and must be carefully considered. 
Be sure to check the scale on the 
camera with the actual space from 
the lens to the nose or eyes of the 
sitter. They must agree. The light should 
be placed in a position behind and to the 
side of the camera to throw its full 
effect on the face without casting any 
shadows. 

A Portable Stand 
A very effective stand for the light, 

one that is portable and easy to carry, 
can be constructed as follows. Procure 
3ft. of metal gas barrel and 4ft. of 
bamboo or wooden rod which should fit 
comfortably in the metal tube. About 
3in. from the top of the gas tube have a 
threaded hole cut in the side to take a 
thumb screw for gripping the wooden 
rod at any desired height. The bottom 
end of the barrel must be fitted into a 
socket, fastened where two slats of 
wood about 15in. by 3in. by 1 in. are 
joined at the centre, and which slats 
serve as feet. 
The actual lamp carrier should be of 

metal sheet shaped to a cone and 
enamelled white, thus serving as a 
reflector. The amount of flex required 
must be governed by the size of the room 
and the distance from the wall plug. 
Care must be taken not to attempt so 
much power as to cause overcharging of 
the circuit. A switch and connection 
should be conveniently placed near the 
holder for quickly operating the lamps. 
Another useful piece of apparatus for 

this work is a screen, made of butter 
muslin or other fine semi-transparent 
material stretched over a child's hoop 
and having a thin stick attached to it 
about 2ft. to 3ft. long. This screen is for 
subduing the power of the light on the 
subject and for giving a softer effect. 

I It 
I \ API- Y 

Very often portraits by artificial lighting 
have too much contrast, and this will 
overcome it. 

For Model Work 
Although details have been given for 

making a stand for the light and also a 
screen for soft effects, yet these must 
not be considered absolutely necessary. 
They are, however, very helpful, 
especially if you become keen on this 
branch of the work and desire to make 

SWITCH 
g PLUG 

GAS 
PIPE 

SOCKET 

THUMB 
SCREW 

15*X ¡XI' 

FLEX 
The base portion with 
hollow pillar and screw 

CIO NE 
FOR 
BULB 

WOODEN 
ROD 

The top portion of the 
lighting stand 

some pictures of your models, studies of 
home life, table-top photography, 
copying, photographing objects of art, 
woodwork, china and similar subjects 
where it is essential to avoid shadows and 
to have the light fairly close to the 
subject. 

It should be emphasized that portraits 
taken in the home should have a ' homely' 
touch about them. For instance, a 
portrait of father will be much more 
pleasing if it shows him reading, cross-
wording or at his hobby; likewise, 
mother at her needlework or knitting. 
A boy or girl at their homework makes 
an excellent study, especially if they are 
concentrating on their work and not on 
being 'took'. 

Groups 
A family group will certainly have to be 

tried and this will possibly necessitate a 
fairly long distance from the camera to 
the nearest person to ensure getting 
everyone on the film. Here again, 
endeavour to get each individual 
interested in something other than 
what you are doing. If the exposure is a 
matter of some seconds it is a good tip to 
tell them it is going to be a time 
exposure. 
These initial trials can be most 

interesting and if details of lighting, 
exposure time, distance and stop used 
are recorded you will find them very 
helpful. Attempts made subsequently in 
a friend's house or at the club should be 
quite easy to manipulate and be 
reasonably successful. 

(Continued foot of page 42) 
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upif4ree A first gFrualcll ea rsmu py prleegsuiLl solid i olneacerkin.ituhàr. 

ity. Worth £ 5. This warm gar-
/VP 

140/ ARMY forces will last many many years. 
ment made for the New Zealand 

A ERKIN Post etc. Ideal for golf, motoring, sports or 

12/6 iCaca..etboer worn arn  over separata or garment. under 

1/3 hard wear. State chest measure-
ment. Buy NOW. No Traders. Brand New. 
Lace up models for ladies. 126. Post, etc., 1/3. 

GENUINE EX-RAILWAY AND SHIP 

HEAVYWEIGHT TARPAULINS 
GUARANTEED WATERPROOF, 70 sq. ft., 20/-, 2 for 39/-, 4 for 77/6. 
140 sq. ft., £2 10s. Od.•' 280 sq. ft., ES; approx. 360 sq. ft., £6; approx. 
720 sq. ft., 612; all including carriage. Medium or lightweight if desired. 
W.D. BINOCULARS, TELESCOPES, TENTS, MARQUEES, 
CAMPING EQUIPMENT. SEND FOR BUMPER LIST. 

MONTHLY TERMS ARRANGED. 

HEADQUARTER & GENERAL SUPPLIES LTD. ( HOB) 
196.200 Coldharbour Lane, Loughborough Junct., London, S.E.S. 

Open all day Saturday. 

AMAZING BARGAIN 

SIGNAL LAMP 
10- volt. In stout double-compartment 
waterproof steel case. 

• 3k- inch lamp, for day or 
night use. 

• Swivel base with metal 
screw- in stand. 

• Viewfinder and reflector. 
• Morse key- board. Fully 
wired, fitted to folding lid. 

• Lamp can be adapted for 
car spot light, cycle lamp, 
numerous other uses. 

Write for Illustrated lists. 

PRhl)) & (-LARKE uri). 
Dept. H.W., ISO, STOCKWELL RD., S.W.9. Phone: BRIxton 6251 

STICKS AT 
A TOUCH 

SEALS 
WITHOUT 

MOISTENING 

TRANSPARENT 
AS GLASS 

DL1RB.L" — the transparent adhesive tape — is 
neat and clean to handle. You can do a hundred-
and-one sealing and mending Jobs with it without 
mess or sticky hands. It's all held snugly in the 
dispenser. Pull off what you need and tear 
downwards on the cutting edge. No wonder 
they say — don't tie it or paste it but "DUREX" 
Tape it I It does it altogether quicker and better I 
Ask your usual retailer for it. 
Tracts linguiria: Duros Abradom Ltd Birmingham a 

96mik 99 

DUREX age doire TAPE 
flas eeere.eagltítekez-ifiée. 

WONDERFUL HOBBY! 
Casting— 

ORNAMENTS, TOYS, etc. etc. 

You can easily make these yourself. 

Illustrated Catalogue of 700 Moulds, with 

Instructions, 9d. post free, plus latest lists 

of Rubber Moulds. 

COCK OF THE NORTH MOULDS 
(D.H.) r .'e r 

140 HOLLINGS ROAD, BRADFORD 

s 

Yes, there's 
money for YOU 4te,. .0 
Rapid Wealth"—amaying 
book that has made scores of * 1 
pounds for readers. Contents include:4:44 10 

immediately in the 
famous "THE Guide to 

Mail Order—lucrative, immense, yet only 
Small Capital required. How IS/. made £12 in 
two weeks! Tested Money-making plans! Spare-time 4vee,,e, e spare-cash! Formulas for Fortunes. Confidential Secrets. 

Money makes money, the Key to Riches! For alert men and 
women a Gold- mine. There are many so-called money- making 
books, but not "THE GUIDE TO RAPID WEALTH". 

flew  edition 
NOW ONLY 

le: Fail. 

send "0 
PEEDWELL--> , to (E.:0) ALBERT ST.. 

LOCK 00D, HUDDERSFIELD 
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For 

wood, 

card, 

plastic, 

leather, 

metal etc. 

TREADLE 
OR MOTOR 
FRETSAWS 
Whatever the handyman or 
craftsman is cutting or making, 
one of Hobbies Fretmachines 
will help with the job. For toy 
making, fretwork, model 
making, it provides easy and 
speedy cutting in all kinds of 
material. A pleasure to use, a 
factory for output, a life time 
of service. 

From 70/- to £ 10 
Ask to try one at any Hobbles 
Branch or good class iron-
monger or hardware stores. 
Or free illustrated leaflets on 
request to : 

HOBBIES LIMITED, DEREHAM, NORFO LK 



Hints for the amateur fisherman, so he can enjoy 

FLOAT-FISFING FOR PIKE 
p

IKE fishing is at its best in autumn 
and winter, when the weeds die 
down in river and lake. Pike are 

well known as good sporting fish. They 
are found in all kinds of waters—ponds, 
clay- pits, drains, canals, meres, lakes, 
rivers, and in lochs sacred to the trout. 

Pike run to hefty proportions, and 
every season specimens of from 20Ib. to 
301b. and over are caught. A pike of 
10Ib. to 151b. can be considered a 
worth-while capture. Indeed, jack of 
51b. to 71b. will provide the angler with 
plenty of fun. 
There are many methods of pike-

fishing, but in this article we deal with 
one only, i.e., fishing with a live- bait on 
float-tackle. It is a useful method and 
calls for no particular knowledge, yet it 
is not as easy as it may seem, and calls for 
practice and experience. 

Suitable Outfit 

A cane rod of 8ft. to 10ft. fitted with 
winch fittings and bridge or upright 
rings; a reel of the Nottingham wood 
pattern, 4in. diameter; a line of best 
quality silk or Nylon, breaking strain of 
twenty pounds, some 60 to 80 yards 
long; a trace of fine twisted wire or 
gimp with swivels and lead; and a 
Jardine snap-tackle. Some anglers prefer 
to use a single hook, or a triangle, but 
the beginner will do better with the 
former tackle. 
The float may be one of the egg-shaped 

type, fairly big, painted crimson on top, 
green below. The type with a split cork 
barrel and a loose wooden peg is best, 
so that quick and secure attachment can 
be made. You slide the line into the 
crack, then insert the peg and push 
down tightly, until the line is held 
firmly. 

In addition to the big main float some 
anglers attach to the line a foot or two 
above the float a smaller one known as a 
pilot float. This keeps the line from 
sinking and fouling the hook tackle. 

If you desire to be economical you can 
use corks instead of floats. Beer barrel 
bungs are useful. 
Other items of the float-fisher's pike 

outfit include a bait- kettle with inside 
strainer; a knobstick wherewith to stun 
the fish when landed; a pike-gag or 
piece of suitable wood to prop open the 
fish's mouth whilst you extract the 
hooks; a fish bass; and a gaff or biggish 
landing-net. Carry a few extras such as 
leads, tackles, hooks, an old duster to 
wipe your hands on after handling a fish, 
and a jack-knife. 

Baits that Attract 

Baits for use in float-fishing for pike 
include dace, roach, bleak, gudgeon, 
small chub, or a wee baby jack. The 
latter is a most attractive bait for a 
grandfather or grandmother pike, for, 
believe it or not, big pike are partial to a 
meal off one of their own kind. 

Best of all is a live dace from 4in. to 
6in. long, though these delicate fish are 
rather tender and you need to keep 
renewing the bait, so require a good 
number for a day's piking. Small roach 
are more easily procured than dace, and 
are also useful. 

Carrying Bait 

The fresher and livelier the baits the 
better. They are carried in the bait-
kettle or any suitable receptacle. Sink 
the bait-can in the shallow water when 
you arrive at lake or pond, but see that 
the lid is firmly shut. The perforations 
in the lid allow fresh water percolating 
into the can, thus keeping the live- baits 

MAIN 
FLOAT PILOT 

Pilot float Jardine snap 
tackle tackle 

fresh and brisk. Remember, a half-dead 
bait is not much use. 

How to Bait a Tackle 

In fixing a live bait on a snap-tackle 
great care must be exercised in order to 
avoid pinching or otherwise damaging 
it. Insert the top triangle of the snap at 
the forward end of the dorsal fin of the 
dace or roach—or other bait—and then 
pass the reverse hook of the lower 
triangle through the skin behind the 
pectoral fin. If using a single hook or a 
triangle, pass the point and barb through 
the back of the bait just behind the 
dorsal fin. 

Casting out the bait calls for a little 
practice, but by giving your rod-top a 
good seng forward, with the baited 
tackle hanging down from the rod- point 
at the end of a yard of line, you should 
have no difficulty in getting the bait well 
out. Check the reel with your fore-
finger as the bait hits the water, to avoid 
an over-run of line. 

Having got your bait into a likely spot, 
all you have to do is to wait and watch 
the float until a pike seizes the bait and 
the crimson top of the float bobs under. 

Striking a Fish 

Keep your eye on the float. If one's 
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luck is in, sooner or later the big float 
will be jerked in a manner that con-
vinces you it is not the live-bait pulling it 
around. After a few seconds the float 
starts ' running off', now jerked under, 
now bobbing up again, until at last it 
slides right under and stays down. 

If using a small pilot float in addition 
to the main float, wait until that also 
goes under, then raise your rod, gather 
in any slack line and drive the hooks 
home, very deliberately. Having given 
the fish sufficient time to get well hold 
of the bait and tackle, you are pretty 
sure to get him well hooked. 

Always be sure and wind up any slack 
line before attempting to ' strike'. This 
striking business is a trick only acquired 
by experience; it is so easy to strike too 
soon, or wait too long. No hard-and-
fast rule can be applied, but it is wiser to 
allow the fish plenty of time rather than 
to strike at once, when you are float-
fishing. 

Gag it First 

If your captive is a sizable one, and you 
intend to retain it, turn it out of the 
meshes of the landing-net and stun it 
with a blow from the knobstick or other 
suitable weapon. Never attempt to 
unhook a pike without first propping 
open his strong jaws, after first stunning 
it. If you have nothing else, use a big 
stone or boulder, to give the fish the 
'knock-out'. A pike's mouth is well 
equipped with rows of recurved teeth 
and if he grabs your hand you know 
about it. 

Float-fishing for pike is a specially 
useful method for fishing in ponds, 
brick- pits, clay- pits, drains, lakes, meres 
and rivers that are free from weeds. It is 
a method well adapted to lakes and 
ponds. If you have the use of a boat or 
punt, so much the better, for you can 
move around, trying spots here and 
there. Near weed-beds, by banks of 
rushes, and in open spaces between 
weeds, and any deep holes are likely 
spots. If fishing from bank of lake or 
pond you have more difficulty in throw-
ing out a fairly heavy bait to any distance, 
but practice will in time help you over 
that 
The pike is an interesting fish, a sort 

of water-tiger lurking in weedy jungles 
ready to pounce upon any unsuspecting 
prey. His shape, with flattened head and 
sharp snout, and his stream-lined body, 
mark him a fish designed for short swift 
dashes. He lurks ready to ' pounce' as it 
were, upon any live creature swimming 
past his lair, whether fish, rat, vole, or 
small water-bird. When hooked he puts 
up a good fight. 
There is much fun In fishing alone, 

but many like to have company to share 
the excitement and experience. If you 
do not know a present fisherman, you 
can perhaps persuade a friend to come 
along and make him as enthusiastic and 
capable as you are yourself. 



MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS 
The advertisements are inserted at the rate of 3d. per word prepaid. Name and address are counted, but initials or groups, such as E.P.S. or hill /6 are accepted 
as one word. Postal Order and Stamps must accompany the order and advertisements will be inserted in the earliest issue. Announcements of fretwork goods 
or those shown in Hobbies Handbook are not accepted. Orders can be sent either to Hobbies Weekly, Advert. Dept., Dereham, Norfolk, or Temple House, 

Temple Avenue, London, E.C.4 

IN EXPENSIVE easy made rug loom. 
Blue prints, 3 6.—Hodgkinson Bros., 

Meopham Green, Kent. 

‘7' MAS gift? Model garage 19in. 
/1.15in. made for a few shillings. 
Comprising garage with sliding door, 
pumps, oil cabinets, railings, trees, 
clock, etc., all made in wood. Plan and 
instructions, 1/6, postage free.— 
Westacott, 34 Aelybryn Road, Cockett, 
Swansea. 

CARPENTER'S bench for sale. 
‘Almost new. Complete with vice, 

tool drawers, work cupboard. Solid and 
strong; ideal Christmas present. Seen 
London. £25 delivered free.—D'Arcy, 
155 Sussex Gardens, W.2. 

Ç TAMPS FREE ! ! Twenty unused 
0(2-0.).—G. H. Barnett, Limington, 
Somerset. 

CRYSTAL set kits, 15,-. Easily 
‘......constructed. Ideal for winter 
evenings. Lightweight headphones, 
15/-.—W. Buckle, 77 Horringer Road, 
Bury St. Edmunds. 

\\TTANTED—Hobbies Weekly 9,4,47, 
VV to complete volume.—Robinson, 

62 Small Holdings, Little Woodcote, 
Wallington. 

uREE gift stamps. Request discount 
approvals.—J. A. Mewis, 56 Great 

Stone Road, Birmingham, 31. 

SET 14 Montenegro 1905 Constitution 
Cat., 10/9. Free to approval appli-

cants enclosing 6d.—Ramsey, 80 Carter-
knowle Rd., Sheffield. 

T SHALL ! A six week's efficiency 
Icourse designed to produce increased 
mental and physical efficiency. An 
amazing book. Send now—only 2„'9, 
post free.—Mailby Services. 58 Cap-
worth St., London, E.10. 

FREE—Stamps catalogued 5/- to appli-
cants for d. approvals.—Cox, 

17 Stoneleigh Road, Ewell. 

KUKLOS Annual. Indispensable 
cyclists' handbook. 184 pages. 

Tours, resthouses, money-saving hints. 
19, post free.—Burrow, Publishers, 
2 Imperial House, Cheltenham. 

STAMPS, British Empire, 200 different, 36. Foreign, 250-3 6. Belgium, 
Sweden, 50-9d. Denmark, Holland, 
Norway, Switzerland, China, 25-6d. 
Postage extra.—Lewis, 'Kenbar', 
3 Wollstonecraft Road, Bournemouth. 

pUPPETRY—This interesting hobby 
is now taken up by many more 

people who receive full particulars how 
to make and operate, as well as put on 
their own shows from—The Educational 
Puppetry Institute, 26 Albert Road, 
Withington, Manchester, 20. Send 
stamped addressed envelope for full 
details. 

2 WORTHWHILE stamps sunny 
J Brazil free with approvals. 

Postage 2ijd.—Martin, 426 Dewsbury 
Road, Leeds. 

150 STAMPS free. Approvals.— 
Rummins, 25 Pendennis Park, 

Brislington, Bristol, 4. 

\WIND chargers. Aluminium pro-
VV pellers, balanced and weather-

proof. Length 4ft. 10in., 22/6. Complete 
mast head turntables with bearings, tail 
post and tail locks. No external wires. 
Price 27,6 each. Both above fit all ex-
war or car dynamos. Prompt dispatch 
and parcel post included, also complete 
set of instructions. No duty or P.T. to 
pay. — H. Robert, 64 Hauteville, 
Guernsey, C.I. 

OME WOODWORK. Fifty useful 
1 ithi ngs to make. A practical hand-
book with 188 illustrations, 2/6 posted.— 
G. F. Rhead, Thurston End, Hawkedon, 
Bury St. Edmunds. 
It X ODERN Wood Toymaker. With 
11'1192 effective designs and illus-
trations, 2/6 posted.—G. F. Rhead, 
Thurston End, Hawkedon, Bury St. 
Edmunds. 

DIFFERENT stamps free. In-
4Va  cludes Silver Wedding, Peace, 
Coronation, Silver Jubilee, Pictorial, 
Ship, etc. Request approvals.—(Dept. 
H.), J. F. Smith, 39 Manor Park, London, 
S.E.13. 

HAPPY Circle introduces pen pals 
everywhere. Teenagers welcome.-

18 Upper North St., Brighton. 

GLAZED pictures, jig-saw making, 
1/3 per dozen, post paid.—' K' Toys, 

Brookfield Rd.. Bristol. 6. 

pERSONS required to fill vacancies in 
our outwork department. Write— 

Dept. 11, Empire Co., 117 Nottingham 
Road, Loughborough. 

Large tube 

7d. 

Small tube 
(with special 
long nozzle) 

5d. 

BRITFIX 
BALSA 

CEMENT 
_A_The ideal transparent ce-

ment for Balsa Ply Wood, 
Hard Woods, and Plastics, 
combining rapid drying 
with utmost tenacity. 

Remember 

STICK BY 

BRITFIX 

THE HUMBER OIL CO. LTD., HULL 

Indispensable to all interested in motor cars. 

The two popular Car Books 

d«WHERES THAT CAR FROM" 
“POPULAR CARS ILLUSTRATED" 

6d. each 
From all Stationers and Booksellers 

or from RALEIGH PRESS, EXMOUTH 

MODEL THEATRE ENTHUSIASTS 
AND ALL MODEL MAKERS!! 

If you are interested in a low-priced Constructional Out-
fit for building a compact and ingenious working model 
theatre, as designed by professional actor/author for 
own use, send stamp for descriptive leaflet to the in-
ventor. 

VICTOR STREETER, 28 Halesworth Rd., SHEFFIELD 9 

TOY-MAKING DESIGNS 
8 FOR 
1 /-

Postage id. 

A set of full size plans and constructional 
details for a Mobile Crane, Battleship, 
Tank Locomotive, Truck and Brake Van, 
Royal Mail Van, Open Lorry, Toy Scales. 
Also particulars of necessary wood. 

FROM HOBBIES BRANCHES OR HOBBIES LTD., DEREFIAM, NORFOLK. 

HOBBIES BRITISH 

FRETSAW BLADES 
YELLOW LABEL 1/3 per doz. 

BLUE LABEL If- per doz. 

From Hobbies Branches or by post (2id. 

extra) from Hobbles Ltd. Dereham, Norfolk 
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FRONT. 
CUT 
ONE 

8/16in. 

o o 

CUT TWO OF 
EACH 3116m. 

BOOKING HALL-A. 
11•IM, • •••••• • 

(1-7) 

AND FLOOR. 
CUT ONE OF 
EACH 3 16in 

COUNTER 0 

CUT ONE /16In. 

THE TICKET 

RACK 0 

IS MADE I 
FROM TWO I 
PIECES 2in. 

y len. by 3/16111. 
GLUED 

TOGETHER. I 
I I 

CUT ONE 3/16In. 

SIDES. CUT TWO 
3/16in. 

ROOF 

CUT ONE 3,16in. 
Ois. SQUARE. 

BACK. 
CUT TWO 

3/16In. 

OFFICE BUILDING C (12— 15) 
e 

DOOR 
WILL BE 
HERE 

21 

BASE 0 

CUT ONE 3/16in. 
ALSO ROOF. CUT TWO 3/16In. 

SKETCH OF 
COMPLETE ROOF. 

(16-21) 

DISP COUNTER 0 
T ONE 13/18(n. 

i5ré 

24# 

@.) 

CUT ONE OF EACH 3/16in. 
DOOR TO BE PAINTED 

ON PIECE 19. 

PARTS SHOWN HERE ARE 
FOR ONE UNIT ONLY. 

TWO UNITS MUST BE MADE, 
ONE FOR EACH sum rip 

alb •M•mi• Im.m• 

NOTE. — This 
design sheet is 
only presented free 
with the current 
issue of Hobbies 
and not with back 
numbers. Further 
copies may be 
obtained. 

No. 
2816 
19 10-49 

SUPPLEMENT TO HOBBIES No. 2816. 

'0' GAUGE STATION 
FRONTAGE 20ins. 

MATERIALS 

Complete kit of materials for making 

this design Is supplied by HOBBIES 
LIMITED, Dereham, Norfolk. 

Price may be obtained on application. 

SIZE OF PIECES REQUIRED FOR STEPS 
ONE OF EACH 

11rx1rxr 
llr xlr xr 
11rxr xi' 
11' x i'xi' 
101" X 
10'x rx 
101" x r x 
10" x rxr 

x rxi 
9r x r sq. strIpwood. 

THE ARROWS 
INDICATE DIRECTION 
OF GRAIN OF WOOD. 

SHOWING HOW STEPS ARE 
GLUED FLAT AGAINST THE 



Instructions for making an 

T
HE patterns shown here make 
possible the building of a realistic 

modern station for '0' gauge 

railway. The station itself has a frontage 

of 20in. beyond which, of course, the 
platforms extend either side. These 
platforms are also to arrange as inde-
pendent units, so they can be used as a 
through station if desired. The layout of 
both is shown in the detail. The building 
is the same throughout, and we shall 
deal with the terminal station with' the 
platforms backing up to it at right angles 
behind. 

All parts are made as complete units, 
lettered as such on the sheet, and 
distinctly marked off by a chain line. 
Each of these units is finally'assembled to 
form the station Complete. Much of the 
attractiveness of the finished model, of 
course, depends on the ability with 
which the finished model is painted, but 
a fretsaw and few tools, and the kit 
provided, will enable anyone to com-
plete it satisfactorily. Several of the 
parts required are shown to scale, 
others are cut in two to save space. 

All parts are marked out on the 
thickness of material mentioned— there 
is no need to paste on the patterns. The 
kit includes composition material quite 
suitable for use, and easily cut with the 
fretsaw. A fine blade should be used, and 
not forced through the board too fast. 
If a burred edge is produced by the saw-
cut, give a first coat of paint before 
attempting to glasspaper the burr away. 
The parts required are numbered 

clearly, and can be put together in the 
consecutive order shown. Each unit 
should be built by itself, painted and 
finished before complete assembly. 
Edges must be cut straight to make a 
strong butt joint, and in the case of the 
composition card, glue should be 
applied thickly. 

Main Booking Hall 

Now for the construction of the 
various units. The first one is the 
Booking Hall (A—parts 1 to 7). Its 

'0' GAIJG 
are required to stand into the corners of 
the main wall and the booking office 
unit. The whole of the parts for one 
unit, therefore, must be duplicated for 
the other. In this connexion, too, note 
which corner they are going into—to 
make left- and right-hand parts. 

Office Buildings 

The window, for instance, must be cut 
the opposite way round or the material 
reversed for it to come in the right 
position in the second unit. The door 
which is painted on the outside wall 
must be placed in the same way. Con-
struction is shown in Fig. 3. 

Notice the roof is set back on two 

E STATION 
The actual roof is composed of two 

pieces of thin card, 10in, long and tin. 
wide, made into one strip by a join of 
adhesive tape. Reference to the plan 
shows that four of these parts will be 
needed if you are building a terminal 
station. One unit backs on to the wall, 
one projects at right angles from it at the 
side, and the other two are fitted back to 
back at right angles to the main platform. 

Extensions are provided for these 
platforms at (F—parts 29 to 31) and the 
drawing shows clearly their con-
struction. Plan view shows their 
extension beyond unit ( E) when In use. 
If the parts are used in connexion with a 
double track through station, the plan 

name, doors, windows, posters, etc. 
Remember that the attractiveness of the 
whole article depends on the style in 
which it is painted and finished. Take as 
much pains over this as over the actual 
construction. 
The steps which are shown in the 

illustration, can be built up as a solid 
piece, and either glued or left loose from 
the front wall. All are in hin. material 
cut to the sizes given, and then glued 
together with the back edge flush right 
through. This forms a solid block of 
wood, with the steps decreasing up-
wards. The bottom one is just a 94m. 
length of 4m, square stripwood, and 
should bring the whole lot level with the 

How lay-out can be planned as a terminal or a through station 

E 

DOUBLE TRACK 

I • 
3E1 

E 

THROUGH STATION 

DOUBLE 
TRACK I 

291* 

E E 

SINGLE 
TRACK 

E 

\G 

TERMINAL STATION 

Parts are lettered according to the units shown on the pattern sheet 

sides to fit close into the corner, flush 
with the other two sides. Thin card is 
glued along the top. It fits between the 
top of the wall and the top of the 
window, and, of course, is glued to the 

shows how the platforms are arranged 
and only two will be needed. There will 
be four extensions ( F) as before. 
The part (G-32) is merely a plain wall 

which forms the background to the 

main base. 
The base is further decorated with an 

edging wall, and the pillars along the 
front. Each pillar is made up of three 
Fn. by uin, pieces of wood glued 



L _ - SIDE, 
OPPOSITE 

THIS 
OPENING. 

• 
SIDES 10 CUT TWO 

3/161n. THE DOOR 
IS PAINTED ON ONE 

ONLY. 

BOOKING OFFICE-B (F, 11) 
_ . - ---  --- J 

PLATFORM-E 
(22 -- 28) 

PARTS FOR ONE PLATFORM 
UNIT ONLY, ARE SHOWN HERE. 
FOUR UNITS SHOULD BE 
CONSTRUCTED. 

PLATFORM 
MAKE FOUR TO DIMENSIONS 

SHOWN (3„ 16in.) 

SUPPORTS 

CUT FOUR 
3„161n. 

ROOF O CUT 

TWO 8/16111. 

ROOF 16 

(29-31) 

SIZES OF PLAIN PIECES 
TO MAKE UP THE REST OF 
THE PLATFORM ARE AS 
FOLLOWS-

PIECE 

PIECES 

PIECE 

PIECE 

19 r x x 3/16" 

19r x 1} " x 3/16. 

20" x 3/16-

20" x Ix 3/16" 

PIECES 10" > 2r CUT 
FROM THIN CARD 
(FOR PLATFORM 

ROOF). 

NOTE. THE CHAMFERING ON 

PIECE 81 CAN BE DONE WITH 

A SHARP KNIFE OR RAZOR 
BLADE. 

J-

4%; 

20"-
WALL BEHIND STATION BUILDINGS 0 

CUT ONE 3/161n. STAND BETWEEN 
BUILDINGS AND PLATFORM. THE OPENING 
MUST COINCIDE WITH OPENING AT 
BACK OF BOOKING HALL. 

WALL-G (32) 

rWALL-H (83-85) 
ONE PIECE 20"x 31" x 8/16" 

ONE PIECE 20" x 1" x 8/16" 

PARTS SHOWN HERE ARE 
FOR ONE UNIT ONLY. 
TWO UNITS 
MUST BE 
COMPLETED. 

BUTTRESS ® 
.CUT FOUR 
- 3/16In. 

- 
• 

SKETCH SHOWING 
HOW LOW WALLS 
ARE MADE FROM 
3/16in. MATERIAL 
AND THIN CARD. 

SKETCH 
SHOWING 
WALL 

CONSTRUCTION. 

" 

• 

LAMP 

STANDARD 
LAMP 

LAMP STANDARD. 
CUT ONE 1/81n. 

BASE OF LAMP. 
CUT TWO 1/81n. 
GLUE TO STANDARD. 

76:3;7 

g 

• ® 

37 

ONE 

TWO 

TWO 

LAMP TO BE 
SHAPED FROM 
AN ODD PIECE 
OF SOFT WOOD. 

PARTS FOR ONE LAMP 
ONLY ARE SHOWN 

HERE. 
WOOD IS PROVIDED 

FOR TWO. 

PIECE 20" x7" x 3/16" 

PIECES 20" x 11" x 3/16' 

PIECES 61" x x3/1& 

37 
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GLUE 
TOGETHER 
AS SHOWN 

IN 
SKETCH. 



rig. 1. roar slaes form a box trame with 

d flat roof piece (4) on top. Notice the 
columns on the front at (6) and (7). 
Part (5) is glued in line with the top 
surface of the roof which provides a 
narrow opening above the columns. 

This is to allow the strip of paper or 
thin card between the two parts. It 
projects about tin. to form a capping 
piece, and a similar strip of card is 
added round the top and bottom of the 
pillars themselves. These card strips are 
in. wide at the bottom of the column, 

and kin. wide at the top. Remember to 
carry them round the sides of the 
column as well as the front and back. 
kin. square stripwood is also supplied, 
which is glued on part (5) àin. down-
wards from the roof and carried 
round the sides. The corners are 
mitred, as shown in the detail at Fig. 1. 

The Booking Office 

Next prepare the Booking Office 
(B—parts 8 to 11). The construction is 
shown at Fig. 2. Note the door is 
painted on one side only, with the 
ticket openings opposite each other. 
The two pieces (11) glued together 
stand upright on the floor close to the 
back of (9) shown dotted in the pattern. 

In fixing the sides, remember to get 
the side on which the door is painted, to 
coincide with the short rail. This allows 
entrance behind the door if it can be 
opened. The back and front of the 
booking office arc. tuvei ed on the curve 
by cellophane or similar transparent ma-
terial. It is tacked on roof and floor edge. 
That part below the counter is painted 
over, and the part above left transparent. 
The Office Building is of parts (C-

12 to 15). Two complete units of these 

Fig. I—Parts of the main booking hall 

The Corner Shops 

Shop (D) is from parts (16 to 21) 
built as Fig. 4. In this detail, however, 
the roof has been omitted, but a sketch 
of this is shown on the pattern, part (17). 
Here again, two completed units are 
required for the left- and right-hand 
corner between the office building and 
the side of the booking hall. Note che 
two pieces of (17) forming the roof are 
slightly larger than the one above and 
below ( No. 16). 

In all four cases, get two edges flush to 
form a solid block and to bed later into 
the correct corner, the same as the 
floor. There is no back to this unit. 
The whole of the curved front is again 
covered with transparent material. The 
portion below the counter (18) is 
painted opaque, and the upper part left 
transparent. 
Note in both these units where the 

door is painted on; it comes behind the 
projecting part (21) to form a recess 
round that corner of the counter. 
Remember to get this correct for left-
and right-hand units. 

Platforms 

Platform Units (E-- parts 22 to 28) are 
next made. Cut out the pieces marked, 
to the dimensions shown, and build in 
box formation. The ends contain the 
supports and arms for the roof (see 
fig. 5). Put un these two ends first, and 
then add long strip (26) which is glued in 
the top of the support. The four sup-
ports (No. 23) are glued equidistant be-
tween the ends, and finally the front strip 
(27) is glued to each forward edge. 

Fig. 2—The central booking office 

itign rating between trie station 
buildings and the platform. Notice when 
fitting together, that the opening in this 
wail comes opposite the opening in the 
booking office. 
The walls ( H) are the side walls shown 

on the plan of the terminal station, and 
merely extend beyond and at right 
angles to the main platform. To hold the 
wall erect, triangular pieces (35) are cut 
and glued to the back level with the floor. 

Baseboard and Frontage 

The Baseboard on which all the units 
stand is the part (1-36 to 38). The main 
piece is 1ft. 8in. long, 7in. wide, raised 
1¡,- in, by strips fitted in box formation 
underneath. They are glued, as shown, 
stiffening pieces being added on the inside 
under-angles to make a firm joint. 

All the parts are now ready to as-
semble, each having been painted 
appropriately and allowed to dry first. 
There is no need to fix any of the units 
down to the base unless you desire, or if 
they are requ.red movable to pack away 
after use. The whole thing can be 
painted a stone grey with appropriate 
shading or other lining such as the shop 

25, 

Fig. 3—Office building construction 

them, a capping piece tin. square, cut 
from thin card is glued centrally. The 
walls fit between the pillars, and at the 
end between the pillar and the main 
wall, glue upright to the base set back a 
little from the edge. 
The corners of the base which form the 

forecourt to the station, can be deco-
rated with ornamental gardens and even 
an electric lamp standard added, as 
shown in the picture. An outline for 
these standards is given on the sheet 
with a more solid base provided by a 
piece glued on each side. They can be 
left with the wood rectangular or 
shaped, as you will find most of the 
modern concrete standards. The lamp 
itself can be a tiny bead or globular orna-
ment, fixed to the under-arm at the top. 
Wire fence guards are shown in the 

picture along the back of the platform 
where a through station is used. The 
posts for this fence can be cut from odd 
pieces of wood with holes bored through 
to take three lines of wire. This thin 
wire is provided in the kit to string 
through the pcsts after they have been 
glued at suitable intervals to the back of 
the platform. 

24 

Fig. 5—Construction of platform with end removed 
for clearness 

Fig. 4 —Shop details 



The ROCKING BIRD 
NOVELTY 

See page 35 for details 
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MASTERCRAFT MOULDS 
69, ST. MARKS ROAD, HANWELL, LONDON, -31.7 

A fascinating way of earning 
extra cash in spare time 

mer...0.-2.0. from odd pieces of lead. 
Small Outlay—Large Profits. 
Sample mould 316d.Casting 
moulds, deep-cut and 
ordinary type Aeroplanes, 

Soldiers, Farm and Wild 

Animals,Cars, etc. Stamped 

envelope for full list. 
Illustrated Catalogue 9d. 

BUILD 
& FLY 

MODEL 
AEROPLANES 
JOIN the thousands of enthusiasts 
that follow the modern hobby fc r 
modern youth—building and flying 
their own model aeroplanes. Th s 
is how so many famous designers 
started their careers—such 7...s 

Whittle, Camm, Mitchell, Roe, Handley Page and many 
others! To start you in this fascinating hobby that anyone 
interested in woodwork and tools should find within his 
power we will send you absolutely free of charge a copy of 
our 64-page illustrated magazine the AEROMODELLER. 
It comes out every month and gives help and guidance to 
beginners as well as information and assistance to the more 
expert. Packed with pictures, plans and tips. Send coupon 
for your FREE COPY now! 

To The Aerodrome (Dept. HWI), Billington Road, Stan-
bridge, Nr. Leighton Buzzard, Beds. 
I enclose 24d. stamp, please send me FREE COPY of the 
AEROF1ODELLER as offered. 

Name   

Address   

If you have a Camera 

send for this Trial Set 

of Chemicals 
Doing the work yourself is 
half the fun of photo-
graphy. You save money 
and have no end of a thrill 
in making the negatives 
and getting a few prints 
from them. It's quicker, 
coo. You see the results 
within a few hours of 
taking the snaps. Start 
right away, by sending for 
this five shilling trial sec. 

It comprises:— I1-oz. (25ct.) bottle of the famous AZOL Developer. 
4-oz. tin of Acid Fixing Salts. 
2 M-Q Pactums, Print Developer. 
1-oz. (25cc.) bottle of 142. 

• 25 sheets of Contact Paper, size 2.', '.. 3,1- inches 
and the easy-to-follow HOME PHOTOGRAPHY 64- page 
Instruction Book which tells you how it is all done. 

ONLY ONE trial sec can be sent under this offer. When 
the chemicals are used up go to the photographic dealer 
from whom you buy your films. He keeps a stock of 
everything you are likely to need and can help you with 
advice. 

If you do not require the trial set the new 
and revised edition of HOME PHOTO-
GRAPHY can be obtained separately. It is 
a book that will interest you and be of 
greet help in picture making. Send THREE-
PENCE in stamps and write your name and 
address in block capitals. Mark the 
envelope HOBBIES WEEKLY. 

PRICE 

includes the pur-
chase tax, pack-
ing and postage. 

JOHNSONS OF HENDON LIMITED 
HENDON WAY, LONDON, N.VV.4 

JOBS ONLY POSSIBLE WITH SYNWOOD No. 12 

The Model was 
Soon Repaired 

You cannot be proud of a model sail-
ing boat if there's a great hole in the 
deck, or it has a splintered boom. In 
this case there was a hole below the 
water line as well. Tommy 13. tacked 
a strip of canvas across the deck hole 
and covered it with S.YNWOOD, 
which dried out hard without shrink-
ing. Then he made a " tingle" of 
SYNWOOD below the under line 
and the result was a water-tight 
'raft. All kinds of models can be 
repaired with SYNWOOD. 

POROSAN regd. 
•••••••• 

••••••••••••••• 1 
NON-SHRINK 
MOULDING WOOD 
Doe, the job in one oper•tian t Na bonding op 
Isre upon lover •eeded. Once pet IMPERVIOUS 
TO WATER. Sold in JARS everr•bere 1 6 and 2 6. 
also large economy sired tins 7,6, or direct (rem tin, 
makers. postage 6d. extra. 

POROSAN LTD., 4/5 Warwick Court, London, W.C.I 
&Joule 
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